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single discipline productsingle discipline product

single discipline product with aspects of other disciplinessingle discipline product with aspects of other disciplines

mechatronic product with functions assigned to other disciplinesmechatronic product with functions assigned to other disciplines

integrated mechatronic product with all parts being connectedintegrated mechatronic product with all parts being connected

structurally designed mechatronic productstructurally designed mechatronic product

e.g. bicycle

e.g. hair blower

e.g. printing machine

e.g. car

e.g. robot
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differentiationdifferentiation

specialisationspecialisation

structuringstructuring

process orientationprocess orientation

reflectionreflection

genesisgenesis

belonging to one system

focusing on the same target

fulfilling of different functions

connection of different functions

perception of the whole system

generation of new functions

components belonging to one systemcomponents belonging to one system

components surving the same purposecomponents surving the same purpose

functions assigned to another disciplinefunctions assigned to another discipline

different parts connecteddifferent parts connected

intelligent functionsintelligent functions

new functionsnew functions

radio within a car

navigation within a car

electronic throttle

connection of chassis management and navigation

diagnosis of the car

communication of cars for traffic management

 




              
              

             
   


              
          
              





targets and requirementstargets and requirements changeschanges

whole product modelwhole product model flexible interfacesflexible interfaceswhole product modelwhole product model flexible interfacesflexible interfaces

central managementcentral management communicationcommunicationcentral managementcentral management communicationcommunication

processesprocesses trust in designerstrust in designersprocessesprocesses trust in designerstrust in designers

reduction of complexityreduction of complexity use of complexityuse of complexityreduction of complexityreduction of complexity use of complexityuse of complexity

prediction of propertiesprediction of properties testingtestingprediction of propertiesprediction of properties testingtesting

Classic approaches New approaches
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main engine functions/functionality
(torque, charge, ignition, etc.)

main engine functions/functionality
(torque, charge, ignition, etc.)

customer functions
(performance, emissions, etc.)

customer functions
(performance, emissions, etc.)

interfaces (transmission control,
chassis management, HMI, etc.)
interfaces (transmission control,
chassis management, HMI, etc.)

integration of engine and car
(uilding locs, technology and enetor)

integration of engine and car
(uilding locs, technology and enetor)

diagnosis and safety functions
(malfunctions, torque limits, etc.)
diagnosis and safety functions

(malfunctions, torque limits, etc.)

system und security functions
(flashing, theft protection, etc.)
system und security functions
(flashing, theft protection, etc.) 
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